Thank you for your interest in hiring me to be your photographer! My photography journey began in
high school with a black and white film course. I continued my trek to the photojournalism and commercial
photo program at Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff. I bring 12 years of experience to your session, an
eye for the candid moments, and an attention to detail and capturing natural light at its finest. Give me a
prime lens, some sun, your family’s laughter and we’re ready to begin our adventure.
Consider making an investment in your family’s legacy. Photographs and video hold a power to remind
us of those fleeting moments in life. Take a moment to think of how quickly your children or grandchildren
or fur-kids are growing and how you wish you had the ability to freeze that smile, laugh, mischievous grin. I
want to help you make it happen!
Family sessions begin at $275, and weddings at $1800. Each session includes phone or email consultation,
options to customize your experience, and all sessions are pet-friendly. Send me an email for more information
on session pricing and details. I can’t wait to hear from you! - Bailey

Testimonials
Bailey is my photographer of choice for headshots in Phoenix.
She documented my courthouse wedding in Prescott, AZ,
this past year and has a knack of capturing “the real stuff.”
Besides being an amazing person to work with Bailey makes
anyone feel super comfortable during a shoot. - Jaci Scully
Bailey has documented our family over the last five years,
beginning with the birth of our son. The moments she’s been
able to capture over the years are amazing and breathtaking.
I love displaying and sharing the portraits she creates and
would highly recommend her to anyone looking for a family
photographer. She’s easy to work with and the dedication
to her craft comes across in the images she delivers. - Amber
Hoffert

Bailey was fabulous to work with. She is very creative,
professional and patient, a true joy! She even brought props
to do some portrait shots of our dog, Zoe. - Diane Bykowski
We’ve been using Bailey for our family photos a few times since
2015 for maternity shoot before our daughter was born. We
absolutely love how patient Bailey is with us and her natural
talent that shines through her photos. She is a master with
lighting and we plan to use her for years to come! - Noelle
Kranz
Bailey has done our family photographs for the last few years.
She has done a great job capturing our family’s personality.
I have also had Bailey do my business branding photographs.
The images are exactly what I wanted and are very professional
while still showing my personality. - Pam Monzingo

